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THE POWER TO BE...
A GAME CHANGER
Increasing accessibility to deserving students
and further creating a learning environment
that reﬂects the diverse world
in which we live are our priorities.

SUPPORTING THE
LCC BURSARY PROGRAM
SUPPORTS THIS COMMITMENT.
Donate today to help us keep
our doors open to qualified students
regardless of their financial circumstance.
All donations must be received by June 30
to be reflected in the 2017–2018 donor report.
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HEAD LINES / À LA UNE

Welcome
to our family!

By Christopher Shannon (Pre-U ’76), Headmaster

On any given day, hundreds of students
and adults of all ages purposefully engage
in learning and discovery at LCC. Indeed,
this is a vibrant community. There is a
wonderful rhythm to the school year and
every day at LCC is different.

T

his issue of the LION magazine
focuses on the people who make
up this dynamic and ever-growing
community: students, staff, faculty,
alumni and parents. These groups
team together so that our students can personalize
their activities and take full advantage of all that
LCC has to offer.
Like any neighbourhood, our seven-acre
campus is the sum of its many parts. However,
beyond excellent programs and facilities, what
I would describe as the “LCC difference” is our
deep and genuine pride in our shared sense of
community. I hear it repeatedly from our students,
parents, alumni and visitors to the school. LCC is
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Bienvenue
dans notre famille !
Par Christopher Shannon (Pre-U ’76), directeur général

“... LCC THRIVES
ON THE
FUNDAMENTAL
BELIEF THAT
WE ARE ALL
BETTER OFF
CONTRIBUTING
TO SOMETHING
BIGGER THAN
OURSELVES.”

Chaque jour, des centaines d’élèves et
de nombreux éducateurs et pédagogues
investissent temps et efforts dans
l’apprentissage et la découverte de l’autre
afin que la mission éducative de LCC
rayonne. En effet, notre communauté est
dynamique et fait en sorte que chaque
journée passée à notre école se distingue
des autres par son rythme enlevant, mais
très stimulant.

C

e numéro du magazine LION
nous présente les personnes
qui forment cette communauté
dynamique toujours en croissance, ce sont : les élèves, le personnel, les enseignants, les anciens et les parents.

a people place, committed to growth, development and engagement. We are all bound together
by a pervasive sense of belonging and a commitment to meaningful work and learning. Whether
it’s our crossing guard high-fiving students, cooks
preparing snacks and meals, receptionists offering a warm welcome, teachers guiding students,
parents getting involved, or the students themselves, LCC thrives on the fundamental belief that
we are all better off contributing to something
bigger than ourselves. That is the timeless ethos
behind our motto Non Nobis Solum — Not for
Ourselves Alone.
As in all communities, there are many
valuable contributors and personalities, and we
hope that you will get to know them a little bit
better in the pages that follow. As headmaster,
I thank them all for their positive energy and
many important contributions. Together, they are
difference-makers, leading by example, inspiring
our students and each other every day.

«... NOUS AVONS
LA CONVICTION
PROFONDE QU’À
LCC, TOUT EST
MIS EN PLACE
AFIN DE NOUS
PERMETTRE DE
FAIRE PARTIE
DE QUELQUE
CHOSE DE BIEN
PLUS GRAND
QUE NOUS. »

Ces groupes collaborent pour que les élèves, qui
sont au coeur de notre mission, puissent personnaliser leurs activités et tirer le maximum de tout
ce que LCC a à leur offrir.
Chaque quartier possède ses spécificités,
notre campus n’y fait pas exception! Fort de ses
28,3 km2 (sept acres), il constitue un ensemble
d’éléments distincts qui répondent aux besoins
physiques, intellectuels et artistiques de nos
jeunes. Cependant, au-delà de nos excellents
programmes et de nos magnifiques installations,
c’est notre profonde fierté doublée d’un fort
sentiment d’appartenance à notre communauté
qui fait ce que j’appellerais la « différence LCC ».
C’est ce que les étudiants, les parents, les anciens
et les visiteurs remarquent le plus lorsqu’ils nous
rendent visite. LCC est un lieu convivial, axé sur
la croissance, le développement et la mobilisation.
Nous sommes tous unis par ce profond sentiment
d’appartenance et par l’engagement manifeste
envers un travail et un apprentissage significatifs.
Notre brigadier scolaire qui salue de façon toute
personnelle chacun des élèves de l’école, les cuisiniers qui préparent les collations et les repas, les
réceptionnistes qui vous accueillent avec un large
sourire, les enseignants qui guident les élèves, les
parents qui s’investissent ou encore, les élèves
eux-mêmes qui démontrent leur amour envers leur
école, tous ensemble, nous avons la conviction
profonde qu’à LCC, tout est mis en place afin de
nous permettre de faire partie de quelque chose
de bien plus grand que nous. C’est d’ailleurs la
philosophie derrière de notre devise : Non Nobis
Solum — Pas seulement pour nous-mêmes.
Comme toute communauté, nous comptons
sur de multiples collaborateurs et personnalités
inestimables pour faire en sorte que notre école
se distingue. Nous souhaitons vous les présenter
dans les quelques pages qui suivent afin que vous
arriviez à mieux les connaître. En ma qualité de
directeur général, je les remercie tous de leur
énergie positive et de leur précieuse collaboration. Ensemble, nous changeons les choses,
nous dirigeons par l’exemple, nous inspirons nos
élèves et nous nous inspirons les uns les autres
au quotidien.
WWW.LCC.CA
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LCC’S GOT

T LENT!
WE INVITED OUR STUDENTS, ALUMNI, FACULTY AND STAFF
TO SHARE SOME OF THEIR TALENTS — HIDDEN
OR OTHERWISE. HERE’S WHAT THEY HAD TO SAY:
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LCC Talent

STUDENTS

Hala Nahhas ’29
Hala is very good at drawing pictures.
Her drawing with crayon is simple
but mature. And, she enjoys it. She
is training in gymnastics (submitted
by Hala's parent).

Gabrielle Emil ’28

Gabrielle has been playing violin since
she was four years old. She enrolled
in the Suzuki method at the McGill
Conservatory. Since then, Gabrielle has
performed in several Suzuki concerts
at Redpath Hall, as well as Christmas
concerts at Complexe Desjardins. Her
love for music started when she was
around 18 months old, when she was
observed pretending to play cymbals
with her wooden puzzle pieces to a
song her mother was singing. Her mom
then signed her up for an introductory
music class at around two years of
age. Gabrielle was always beside the
teacher singing and trying to play the
piano. She is learning to recognize
notes without reading them because of
this Suzuki method and her ear training
(submitted by Gabrielle's parent).

TOP LEFT HALA NAHHAS: AN ARTIST
IS BORN BOTTOM LEFT GABRIELLE
EMIL: FIRST VIOLIN CONCERT AT
4 YEARS OLD AT REDPATH HALL
BOTTOM CENTRE SASHA COTRUT:
FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
TOP RIGHT LENA ESPINOZA:
DEVELOPING A BOARD GAME
TO MOTIVATE KIDS TO READ

Lena Espinoza ’24

Before joining LCC this fall, Lena was
part of the editorial staff of a school
magazine and also collaborated on a
community project in Chile developing
a board game to engage children to
read. As a result, they realized that
reading could be a fun activity and
the library received more visitors
(submitted by Lena's parent).

Sasha Cotrut ’23

“What is talent? Most people would say
it is a natural aptitude or skill, but in my
case it is not true. As someone once
said, ‘what it takes is 1% talent and 99%
hard work.’
After devoting over seven years to
learning Tae Kwon Do, I became a black
belt at the age of 10. This season has
been my most successful as an athlete,
representing Canada for the first time
in an international competition, where
I won gold. My journey in Tae Kwon Do
continues...”

WWW.LCC.CA
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LCC Talent

Nathan
Duffar-Calder ’21

Toby Graham ’22
“I LOVE hockey! I play Lac St-Louis AA
and Quebec AAA during the year. This
year, I was lucky to make the Quebec
U-13 All-Star team (l’equipe d’étoiles
féminines du Québec) and went to the
International PeeWee Tournament in
Quebec City. My coach is Olympian
Caroline Ouellette! We played in the
tournament’s first ever all-girl match
against an American team coached by
another Olympian, Manon Rhéaume.
My favourite team to play on is the
LCC girls’ team. Go Lions!”
TOP LEFT NATHAN DUFFAR-CALDER: 2018
SOUTH AMERICAN OPTIMIST CHAMPION
TOP RIGHT LILY JAST: MUSICIAN
BOTTOM RIGHT TOBY GRAHAM: WITH THE
ÉQUIPE ÉTOILE AND THE CANADIENNES
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Nathan discovered his passion for
sailing four years ago. Since then, he’s
immersed himself in the sport, sailing
the Optimist, the world’s largest class
of sailboat. Despite Canada’s short
summers, Nathan does his best to
stretch his sailing season by starting training once the ice melts and
toughing it out until the first snow. In
2017–2018, Nathan performed well
to become the #1 ranked sailor in
Quebec, winning all his provincial
events and earning a spot on Team
Canada alongside sailors from Halifax,
Toronto and Vancouver. With his
team, he’s raced in Bermuda, Miami
and Uruguay. His next big event
will be in late June at the European
Championship in the Netherlands
(submitted by Nathan's parent).

Lily Jast ’21

Lily started observing jazz band rehearsals at the age of two. Her mother taught
her piano and singing. Lily sang with the
JazzKidz at the Montreal Jazz Festival’s
30th anniversary at the age of four, on
PBS TV in New York at five and six, and
learned the trumpet at the age of six.
She performed at the LA Jazz Fest, on
the Queen Mary cruise ship, at Frank
Sinatra’s estate for his 100th anniversary and again at the Montreal Jazz
Festival with Dr. Oliver Jones. Lily won
the gold medal for solo trumpet twice
at the Concours solistes with Orchestres
symphoniques du Québec. She performed
at Place des Arts, Oscar Peterson Hall,
Carnegie Hall, the Queen Elizabeth and
Ritz Carlton Hotels, hospitals, charity
fundraisers and senior retirement homes
in Montreal. She plays in the West Island
Youth Orchestra. Lily will be performing
at the Montreal Jazz Festival on the
main stage on Friday, July 6, 2018,
at 6 pm (submitted by Lily's parent).

LCC Talent

ALUMNI
Fraser
Rachelle Collins ’17 Laschinger ’64
“Over the last eight years I have
(Pre-U ’18)
embarked on a career of community

PHOTO CREDIT: GORD FULTON

“I’ve always had a passion for art.
Throughout elementary school, it was a
class that I looked forward to because it
gave me an opportunity to express my
creative abilities. I was further encouraged to pursue my interest at LCC and
developed essential artistic skills. At the
end of each year, I looked back at my
progress and saw how I had developed
as an artist. With the guidance of amazing teachers, my particular interest in
using acrylic to paint landscapes was
cultivated. Art has become more to me
than just a class; it is a fundamental
part of who I am and has allowed me
to see the world through a unique lens.”

TOP LEFT RACHELLE COLLINS:

“MORNING COMMUTE”
service, largely in the volunteer sector,
TOP CENTRE FRANK LASCHINGER:
but also more recently as an elected
“MY BEACH IN FLORIDA”
TOP RIGHT JEFFREY HARPER: WRITER
municipal councillor. I have taken up
BOTTOM LEFT WARREN CLEMENTS:
WRITER, EDITOR, CARTOONIST
causes which interest me, such as heriAND PUBLISHER
tage preservation and advocacy, helping to direct a vibrant repertory theatre
company and an independent primary
school, and overseeing the operation
of one of the oldest cemeteries in
“I am a novelist and national prizeOntario. I still draw and paint, having
winning playwright. My work has
been taught first by Arthur Lismer
received readings and been proand then Gino Lorcini at LCC.”
duced in New York, Los Angeles and
London. I won a Canada Council
Grant for my play, A Cross for Vimy
Ridge, and received the Playwrights
First Award for my true-crime drama
“After a career writing, editing and
In the Valley of the Shadow. I wrote
drawing a comic strip for The Globe
the book, lyrics and composed three
& Mail in Toronto, I have become a
songs for a commissioned musical If
publisher. My small press (Nestlings
You Could See: The Alice Austen Story,
Press, named after the old comic strip,
which premiered in New York. I wrote
www.nestlingspress.com) publishes two the screenplay for my play Borderlines,
or three humour books a year by me
optioned for film by Zuckerman
and others. Sample topics: caricatures
Entertainment. My play Remembrance,
(by Anthony Jenkins), Aesop’s fables
which was a MultiStages New Plays
in verse, a compilation of decades
Finalist, received a New York reading
of typos, comic strips (Philip Street’s
and was directed by Tony Award winFisher), and skits on Shakespeare.”
ner Bob Kalfin.”

Jeffrey Harper ’75

Warren
Clements ’69

WWW.LCC.CA
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PHOTO CREDIT: LINDA RUTENBERG

Trevor
Burnett ’07
Mark
Capombassis ’88

“I participated in the Just for Kids
“Dancing with the Stars” event to
raise money for the JFK Foundation.
So, I guess my talent is dancing!
The JFK Foundation raises funds to
purchase high-priority medical equipment for the Montreal Children’s
Hospital (MCH). Since its inception 30 years ago, JFK has proudly
purchased over $11M of medical
equipment for the MCH.”
(no photo available)

Emanuele
Saputo ’12

“I continue to explore the arts and
am currently pursuing a path as a
performing musician. I am recording
a short album, collecting my originally
eclectic folky and rockabilly tunes.
You can find me playing in Montreal
venues and around the world. My
past artistic accomplishments include
the publication of two books: Broken
Pattern and The Destructive Artist,
available at LCC’s library. You
can see samples of my work at
www.theswan.ca.”

TOP LEFT TREVOR BURNETT: MUSICIAN AND
WRITER TOP RIGHT EMANUELE SAPUTO: MUSICIAN
BOTTOM LEFT VIKKI GILMORE: SINGER-SONGWRITER

“I started skating at the age of two and
playing hockey at four. I came to LCC
in grade 6 where I played hockey and
soccer for the school, and then took up
mixed martial arts outside of school. I
thought that I had found the sport I
would do for the rest of my life but in my
first and only amateur fight, I tore my
quad on my way to a unanimous decision
victory. Sidelined for a little while, I then
picked up a guitar and started learning
how to play. I am now pursuing a career
in music. There is no better feeling in the
world than being up on stage and having
an entire crowd sing back to me with joy
and happiness! I have found something
I can’t ever see living my life without.
Music is now my one true love.”

PHOTO CREDIT: J.G. PHOTOGRAPHY

Vikki Gilmore ’14
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“I’m a Montreal-based singer-songwriter
with a folk, acoustic sound. With songs
inspired by everyday experiences,
conversations and characters, my music
is based on the vastness of the human
experience. My first extended play record
(EP), Where You’re From, was released in
March 2016, and my second EP, Someone,
will be released in August 2018.”

LCC Talent

FACULTY
& STAFF
Jennifer Irwin

English Teacher
“I am a writer; my first novel, Growing
Stones, will be published by Simon &
Schuster Canada in the fall of 2019.
I also sing; I studied classical voice at
McGill for four years before switching
to English literature. I am also phenomenal at Just Dance 2018. You can
ask my six-year-old son, Sam, who
plays me regularly; I almost always hit
Mega Super Star status when I dance
to The Shape of You, by Ed Sheeran.”

Dana Kobernick

Communications Manager
“I have always known that I wanted
to — had to — write a book. Not so
much because I had an unyielding
desire to be a famous author (although
that would be nice), but because
writing is my creative outlet, my way
of expressing myself and how I see
the world. I had already written and
published short, non-fiction pieces
and, in one of those ‘what was I thinking’ moments, decided that writing a
full-length novel would be the obvious next step. Then, at the birthday
celebration of a dear friend, a simple
act generated a seed of an idea, which,
after nine years and six drafts, ultimately became The Prague Crystal.”
(www.thepraguecrystal.com)

Stephen Lee

Physical Education Teacher
“I am a yogi! I offer yoga in phys. ed.
class as well as separate sessions
for faculty and staff.”

Carol Loeb

Art Teacher
“I am an artist who travelled along the
Trans-Canada Highway from coast to
coast during Canada’s 150th birthday,
stopping every 150 km to find subjects and inspiration for paintings. My
friend and fellow artist, Alison Grapes,
joined me on the project. Our respective interpretations of Canada, 104
paintings in total, will be on exhibition
at Galerie 203 in Montreal from June

TOP CENTRE JENNIFER IRWIN: WRITER, SINGER
AND GAMER BOTTOM LEFT DANA KOBERNICK:
THE PRAGUE CRYSTAL TOP RIGHT STEPHEN LEE:
YOGA OUTSIDE THE WALLED CITY OF XI’AN BOTTOM
RIGHT (L TO R) ALISON GRAPES, CAROL LOEB

27 to July 5. A book on the project
including all artworks and details
about the experience is being produced and will be available at the gala
vernissage on Wednesday, June 27.
Everyone is welcome! For details, go
to transcan150xtwo.weebly.com.”

WWW.LCC.CA
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LCC Talent

LEFT MAGGIE OWEN:
PERFORMER AND WRITER
TOP RIGHT JEFFREY SYKES:
“STANDING GUARD”
BOTTOM CENTRE
GUY SIGOUIN: PIANIST

Maggie Owen

Academic Advisor
“I have been writing and performing
since I was a teenager. My family
moved a lot, so one way of getting
to know my new classmates was
to join theatre groups and choirs.
Some of my favourite moments
were singing in choir competitions in
Okinawa, Japan, performing Mozart’s
Coronation Mass at Carnegie Hall
in NYC, and being a back-up singer
for Rod Stewart at the Rosenball in
Berlin, Germany. However, after I performed in my first musical, Fiddler on
the Roof, I was hooked for life. I have
had the pleasure of performing with
amazing community and professional
theatre companies, including the
Segal Centre for Performing Arts
in Montreal. I eventually branched out
to voice-over work, letting out occasional warrior cries on video games
like the Assassin’s Creed series.”

10
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Guy Sigouin
French Teacher
« Je suis un mélomane. J’adore la
musique! Elle fait partie intégrante
de ma vie. J’aime tous les types de
musique. Mes compositeurs préférés
sont Chopin, Debussy et Liszt. Je joue
du piano depuis 20 ans. »

Jeffrey Sykes
English & Art Teacher
“I have been painting since I was a
teenager. I like to create realistic
images and I work in both oil and
acrylics. I show and sell my work.
I try not to make my paintings too
busy and prefer painting images of
solitude, like the lone lighthouse or
the boat at sea. As an art teacher,
I teach my students the building
blocks of shading, perspective and
colour, so they can find the style of
art that appeals to them. I also play
a variety of instruments and have
been performing music for the past
35 years, whether in clubs, bars, or
at weddings and funerals. Music,
like art, enriches my life, and I can’t
imagine a life without it.”

Sylvia Tracy
Art Teacher
“I have had a passion for fashion for
a long time and have taken to upcycling jean jackets. I embellish the
backs with fabric paint, embroidered
patches and even vintage textiles
from Asia. They are colourful, unique
and environmentally friendly!”

Pierre-Jean
Tremblay

Social Science Teacher
« Un homme à tout faire. L’été dernier,
j’ai rénové ma salle de bain. Électricité,
plomberie, céramique, etc. J’ai tout fait.
Et j’adore le résultat final ! »

BOTTOM LEFT
SYLVIA TRACY: ARTIST
CENTRE TANIA
WEHLAN: SINGER
AND ACTRESS TOP
RIGHT PJ TREMBLAY:
UNE SALLE DE BAIN
AU GOÛT DU JOUR
BOTTOM RIGHT KYLE
WILLIAMS: ARTIST

Tania Wehlan

English Teacher
“I have always loved to sing. Music
has inspired me my entire life. I am
lucky enough to have been part of a
few shows including a musical. These
invaluable experiences have shaped
who I am today for the better.
‘Music is the great uniter. An incredible force. Something that people who
differ on everything and anything else
can have in common.’” (Sarah Dessen,
Just Listen)

Kyle Williams
Graphic Designer
“In my limited spare time, you can
find me in front of an easel, where I
love to combine my passions for art
and hockey. The painting shown here
depicts Ken Dryden in his legendary
pose and was sold at a Selwyn House
fundraiser. I hope to one day be able
to devote myself to painting on
a more regular basis.”
WWW.LCC.CA
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The

TIES
THAT
BIND

Alumni Come Back Home
By Dana Kobernick, LCC Communications Manager

For many LCC graduates, the school spirit runs deep
and never fades. And for some, the connection to LCC —
the environment, culture and, primarily, the people — is
so strong that career choices bring them back to positions
with their alma mater. Learn more about some of our
alumni who are also current faculty or staff members.
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Alumni Staff

Kristine Jones
(Pre-U ’93)

Geoff Kalil ’92
(Pre-U ’93)

It is not often that students have to
weave their way through television
news cameras on their first day of
school, but that was Kristine Jones’
experience when she started her Pre-U
year in 1992. New to LCC, Kristine
was part of a celebrated moment in
the school’s history when the Pre-U
program became coeducational.
Following graduation, Kristine was
active in alumni activities, ultimately
sent her four children to the school,
became involved with the parents’
association, and is now a staff member in the advancement office.
“My grade 12 experience was
positive from a number of perspectives. When you develop such respect
for the environment, the people and
the way the community works together, that’s the reason to come back.”

Geoff Kalil recognizes that much has
changed at LCC in the 25 years since
graduation. The resources have been
augmented with the Webster Learning
Activity Centre, Glenn J. Chamandy
Arena, Saputo Field and Assaly Arts
Centre, among other significant
improvements. When attending his
first assembly, he was struck by the
extent to which the house system had
become such an important and central
part of school life and brought a real
dynamism to the school atmosphere.
What remained the same, however,
and what ultimately drew him back to
LCC, were the traditions and culture.
“From my first day as a student,
I felt part of the LCC community and
that sentiment has always stayed with
me. In my current role, I am focused on
enhancements of the school’s facilities
and helping LCC advance, innovate
and ensure that the school continues
to be on a good financial footing.”

Alumni Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Melissa Leiter ’03

Social Science Teacher
As a student, Melissa Leiter’s goal was
to return to LCC to teach, drawn by the
school’s rich sense of community and a
learning environment in which she felt
challenged and empowered. She was
fuelled by the connections she made
with her teachers and the perspectives
that she shared with her classmates,
which she hoped to replicate as a
teacher at LCC. As a student in John
Vlahogiannis’ history class, she was
given the opportunity to lead seminars,
an experience that now inspires activities
that she plans for her own classes. Today,
she gets to work alongside “Mr. V.” and
other of her former teachers, something
she says has been very rewarding.
“When I was a student, there was
much attention given to Non Nobis
Solum and the idea of service. It’s terrific
to see that there is still the same degree
of emphasis on that mission.”

13
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“For me, it is an exciting
responsibility to help our
students become globally
minded learners and
develop the skills they
need to be successful
in school and beyond.”
— Christopher Shannon

Christopher Shannon
(Pre-U ’76)
Headmaster

For Christopher Shannon, choosing
LCC for grade 12 was motivated, in
part, by a desire to stay in Montreal
to support his mother who was caring for his ailing father. He was also
enticed by the opportunity to remain
active in athletics, which was — and
continues to be — a mainstay of
the school. Thirty years later, Chris
made his way back to Royal Avenue
to serve as headmaster. This time,
he was enticed by the strong academic commitment of the school,
the resources, and the coeducational
environment. He is particularly proud
of having provided a focus and structure to the learning support program,
fully embedding professional growth
opportunities into the school culture,
and continuing to grow the endowment to increase accessibility and

bring diversity to the classroom.
He also takes great pride in the
significant improvements made to
the campus facilities. These brick and
mortar initiatives reflect more than
a decade of time, effort and focus
by Chris, the leadership team, three
board chairs and many board volunteers. Most importantly, his goal is
to lead a school that opens its doors
to the world so that students can be
exposed to varied perspectives and
different ways of thinking and living.
“For me, it is an exciting responsibility to help our students become
globally minded learners and develop
the skills they need to be successful
in school and beyond.”

Victor Badian ’61
(Pre-U ’62)

Ambassador for the Alumni Association;
Secretary of the LCC Corporation

After earning a commerce degree in university, Victor Badian did an about-face
on his way to a business career and completed a one-year degree in education. It
was his former grade 6 and 7 teacher and
the school’s later-named fourth headmaster, Geoffrey Merrill, who encouraged him
to apply for a teaching position at LCC.
And he did, because LCC had been such a
positive experience for him. He was hired
by Headmaster Dr. Stephen Penton in 1967
and never completely left, not even when
he retired! He served as a Junior School
teacher from 1967–1970 and then moved
on to what is today known as Middle
School (grades 7 and 8), where he taught
until 2004. Outside of the classroom he
coached multiple teams and was assistant
to three headmasters, Geoffrey Merrill,
Ted Staunton and Paul Bennett, for 28
years. Today he serves as an ambassador
for the alumni association and is secretary
of the LCC corporation.
“Teaching at LCC was a pleasure.
Students wanted to learn and were enthusiastic, whether in the classroom or on
the playing field. We also always had good
support from the administration.”

VICTOR BADIAN
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Alumni Staff

Alec
Mathewson ’95

Alexandra
Mazzella ’04

With a love for both technology and
design, Alec Mathewson defines himself
as a creative technologist. He never
thought he would find his way back
to Royal Avenue after having graduated but, by chance, discovered from
a coworker while on a music shoot
that LCC had developed a program
in media and technology. At the same
time, he learned that there was a parttime position available, and he jumped
on it. Eventually, his role evolved into
something that completely coincides
with his interests and expertise. Under
Alec’s leadership, LCC recently became
an officially designated Fab Lab.
“As a student, I felt that LCC was
a fun and safe environment, and several
teachers served as important influences.
As a faculty member, I appreciate that
the school recognizes good ideas, supports initiative and provides opportunities. And as an LCC parent, I’m happy
that my son is in the right environment
where he is developing a love for learning at a young age.”

The sense of family that Alexandra
experienced as an LCC student is what
drew her back to the school, and it is
this same environment that fulfills her
every day. She came to LCC in grade 7,
knowing no one, and cultivated friendships that defined what relationships
should be like. She appreciated the
many opportunities offered, including
the school play, soccer and History
Night. She learned about balance and
time management, and was given the
space to focus on her passions. Now
she works together with her colleagues,
some of whom are her former teachers
and many of whom have become
close friends, to bring those same
opportunities to her students and
help them thrive.
“My favourite part of the job
is being in the classroom with the
students, witnessing their curiosity
and seeing their excitement when
they discover something new. I also
appreciate that the administration is
willing to invest in us as professionals
so that we can further develop our
skills for the benefit of the students.”

Technology Integration Specialist/
Fab Lab Coordinator

English Teacher

Dave Howard ’81
Physical Education Teacher

Though a career in education was
not the original plan, Dave Howard
ultimately followed in the footsteps
of his father, Paul Howard, who was
an LCC teacher for 30 years. Returning
to LCC to teach came about when
then Athletics Director Trevor Smith
reached out to him. He was only too
willing, having enjoyed his time at LCC
and, in particular, his involvement in
the athletics program where he found
significant success on the teams. He
appreciates that the school became
coeducational during his tenure,
providing his two daughters with the
opportunity to benefit from an LCC
education as well.
“LCC was a wonderful experience
as a student and, moving forward
in my career, I wanted to continue
to be a part of it. Both the people
and the facilities are amazing.”

WWW.LCC.CA
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NONACADEMIC
STAFF:

KEEPING the LCC

ENGINE
RUNNING

BEYOND THE ACADEMIC FACULTY, GROUPS OF
DIVERSE INDIVIDUALS PLAY AN ESSENTIAL ROLE IN
ENSURING THE SCHOOL'S SMOOTH OPERATION.
THESE ARE THE NON-ACADEMIC UNITS THAT
PROVIDE SPECIALIZED SERVICES AND HELP KEEP
THE SCHOOL RUNNING.
(Note: Advisors, the maintenance and kitchen staffs,
and the wellness teams are described on pages 22 – 31).

Non-Academic Staff

FRONT OFFICE STAFF: THE FACE OF LCC
Every day, the front office staff greets dozens
of parents, students, teachers and visitors,
greatly contributing to the welcoming environment that defines LCC, setting the school’s
tone and making the very first impression.
Skilled in multitasking, they are constantly
on the go, fielding telephone calls, managing attendance, late slips, lists, and supplies,
directing traffic to after-school activities and
taking care of a variety of administrative tasks.
(L TO R) ANNIE CAPUTO, MARY LASERRA

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS:
THE OIL IN THE MACHINE
LCC’s administrative assistants work
in various school departments and are
responsible for managing an array of
projects. From assisting the headmaster with day-to-day activities, managing administrative tasks related to the
board of governors, coordinating the
school calendar and major events, to
preparing transcripts for universities,
and responding to questions from
parents and students. In all cases,
LCC’s administrative assistants are a
source of support and the go-to people
for other staff, teachers, students and
parents, because they invariably have
the answers! Their contributions are
essential for the smooth operation
of the LCC machine.
(L TO R) DONNA STUART, ENZA RICCI, VANESSA
RUPERT (ABSENT FROM PHOTO: JANETTE GENTILE)

LIBRARIES: A WORLD OF DISCOVERY
LCC’s two libraries house a host of print and electronic
resources to support students in their learning. With one
head librarian and four assistant librarians to offer ongoing
guidance, the libraries are sanctuary spaces, where students
can learn through individual discovery and inquiry. They
refine research skills, are exposed to the outside world
through literature, and are involved in LCC Reads, an annual
activity where all high school students read and discuss the
same book. Younger students enjoy story time during their
bi-weekly visits to the library. Plus, the librarians plan other
activities, such as Junior School Reading Week and the
Book Fair, both of which serve to promote literature and
the love of reading.
(L TO R) ELENA BUBELICH, LAURA SANDERS, KAREN MICHAUD, MARIE-NOËL
CHIDIAC, SAVIKA FOWSAR

WWW.LCC.CA
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Non-Academic Staff

HUMAN RESOURCES: THE PEOPLE PEOPLE
While not always in direct contact with students or parents,
the human resources director plays a critical role in defining
the student experience because it is this professional who is
tasked with recruiting the top talent for faculty and staff positions. But getting the right people through the front doors is
only the first step. Through organizational design and development, the HR department makes sure that our employees are
working together in the most optimal way and receiving the
necessary training and coaching to be able to perform at their
best. On occasion, the HR director does step into the classroom, guest teaching on subjects such as digital footprinting,
interviewing 101 and how to build a team.
ATHLETICS: STRETCHING
THE BODY AND MIND
The athletics program is an extension of the
classroom, reinforcing valuable life lessons
on a daily basis. The inherent physical and
mental challenges help students grow and
develop into well-rounded people and, true to
life, they experience both triumph and defeat.
Members of the athletics department not only
serve as coaches and important role models,
but also work tirelessly to organize games
and tournaments, both locally and outside the
city. Working alongside the teams are close
to 100 coaches that include teachers from
other areas of the school as well as alumni,
whose connection to the school is so strong
that they return to give back to their alma
mater. Tournaments and victories may be part
of the equation but it is more the values of
sportsmanship, teamwork, camaraderie and
resilience that are prioritized in the wide array
of sports activities at LCC.
(L TO R) SARAH SCANLON, CHRIS VIAU, MAXINE RUPERT

(L) TARA MURPHY

LCC STORE: A ONE-STOP SHOP
On site at LCC is a fully-stocked store with merchandise ranging from school uniforms, supplies
and athletic apparel to novelty and gift items. Store
staff members consult with students regularly to
ensure that they are responding to their needs.
Throughout the school year, they support students
and parents by preparing school supply packages,
liaising with the Canadian School Book Exchange
and planning the second-hand sale. Services to
students go well beyond the store’s convenience and
customer service, with all proceeds benefitting the
LCC Bursary Fund. And, as much as the store supports the community, the community supports the
store. Inventory for the Twice as Nice Sale is donated
by parents and, on a daily basis, the store operates
with an active cohort of parent volunteers.
(L TO R) PAM PRIDHAM, JENNIFER BATRIE
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IT: TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING
AND LEARNING
By maintaining the highest technical
standards, leveraging the best information
technology resources and providing
instruction on their use, the IT department
helps prepare students for a rapidly changing
technological world. The IT team is a busy
group, fielding questions from faculty and
students at the help desk, troubleshooting
to resolve computer issues and providing
support for technology in the classroom.
It manages a complex network, A/V for a
variety of events, the Google environment,
email, the phone system, printers and
photocopiers, and purchasing applications.

Non-Academic Staff

ADVANCEMENT: FRIENDRAISERS
AND FUNDRAISERS
Joining LCC means a lifelong relationship, which
is fostered by the advancement team. Whether
through our annual LIONfest, worldwide branch
reunions, or activities of the Alumni Association,
they keep alumni connected to each other and to
the school. Opportunities to volunteer at LCC or
through the alumni network as speakers at events
like Career Day allow our graduates to share
their knowledge and further reinforce the school’s
Non Nobis Solum motto. The team also involves
the parent community which, in turn, contributes in invaluable ways to LCC. Current students
gain from the team’s fundraising efforts, which
translate into new and innovative programming,
bursaries and awards and state-of-the-art facilities
and resources. Advances made in strengthening
the endowment have resulted in more students
benefitting from financial aid, providing opportunities to students who would otherwise not be able
to afford an LCC education and creating a more
diverse learning environment.
(L TO R) KRISTINE JONES (PRE-U ’93), NANCY SMITH, ADRIANNA
ZEREBECKY, ROSE WANGECHI, SHAUN MOREHOUSE, KIRK LLANO

(L TO R) CINZIA D'ANGELO, AARON WILLIS, FIONA NANSON,
PETER HOSTAK, ADAM HOLBROUGH
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Non-Academic Staff

BUSINESS OFFICE: THE NUTS AND BOLTS
The business office provides leadership, oversight and stewardship for all aspects of the
financial operations and ensures that the school’s
assets are managed in a fiscally responsible manner. Working closely with faculty, staff, families,
board members, and various government bodies,
the team of four is responsible for preparation
and monitoring of the annual budget, accounting
and financial reporting, accounts payable and
receivable, audit management, grants management, payroll and employee benefit administration, insurance programs, food services, the
LCC Store and maintenance. As one student
aptly wrote in a note to the team during Staff
Appreciation Week, “Thank you for your work.
Without you, our finances would be in disarray.”
(L TO R) SANDEE SOLIVO, NICOLE MOSCATO, LYNNE PARENT,
SHAYA NOURAI

ARCHIVES: THE SCHOOL MEMORY
Our professional archivist collects, classifies and preserves items of documentary or
heritage value to the school. As the school
historian, she works with the school’s older
publications, photographs and artifacts and
is the go-to person for researching questions about LCC’s long history. In studying
items of historical interest and their stories,
she has immersed herself in LCC’s fascinating past, both distant and closer at hand.
She contributes articles and photo essays
to the LION magazine on topics ranging
from the history of school buildings,
personalities and traditions to the sacrifices
of LCC alumni in the First World War.
In addition to creating and maintaining a permanent archival collection
over the past 17 years, our archivist has
dedicated herself to a number of special
projects, including heritage displays and
the 2006 restoration of bronze plaques in
the Memorial Gym. She is also a long-time
member of the editing team for the LION
magazine, and provides the Throwback
Thursday photo feature on LCC’s
Facebook page.
(L) A NEW COVERED RINK OPENS, 1955, AND JANE MARTIN,
LCC ARCHIVIST
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RECORDS OFFICE: A HUB OF INFORMATION
With over 800 LCC students, their respective
families, and approximately 170 faculty and
staff members, keeping orderly records is critical. The efficient records office team maintains
class schedules, keeps permanent records of
grades and marks, issues transcripts, registers students with the Ministère de l’Éducation
et de l’Enseignement supérieur (MEES) and for
its exams, submits grades to the MEES and
CEGEPs, coordinates parent-teacher conferences and administers the Veracross Student
Information System.
(L TO R) JEANNE RHEAUME, ELECTRA ROZAKIS

Non-Academic Staff

ENROLMENT & COMMUNICATIONS:
BUILDING AND ENGAGING
THE LCC COMMUNITY
For many, the first phone call or visit to the
admissions office is a family’s first encounter
with the school. The admissions team helps
parents and students — both local and
international — to make informed choices
about their educational options. These
frontline specialists recruit students who are
the right fit for the school and attract a diverse
student body. The team answers questions
from parents and students on a daily basis,
attends and hosts marketing events, conducts
admission testing, interviews applicants,
reviews applications, manages student aid,
works with student and parent ambassadors
and generally ensures a smooth transition into
the school community and school life.
Working hand-in-hand with the admissions
office is the communications team, a dynamic
group that engages and supports all members
of the LCC community — parents, students,
alumni, faculty and staff — keeps them
informed about school events and activities,
bolsters school spirit and pride, and provides
an authentic portrait of the school. The team
communicates LCC’s differentiators through
its marketing and communication strategies,
many different communication channels,
such as the website, social media and blogs.
It also undertakes other activities, including
an alumni magazine, newsletters, brochures,
surveys, campus branding, media relations,
advertising, photography and videography.
Using a multigenerational approach, LCC’s
communications team is always seeking
creative ways to maintain community
engagement while consistently adapting to
the inevitable changes in technology and
communication habits and behaviours.
FRONT ROW (L TO R) ASHWIN KAUSHAL, CARA TANZINI,
DAWN LEVY, LESLEY KERR, DANA KOBERNICK BACK ROW
(L TO R) JORDAN DEWEY, SCOTT BROWNLEE, KYLE WILLIAMS,
CHRIS HENSCHEL (ABSENT FROM PHOTO: SUSAN FERGUSON)
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Advisors

ADVISORS:
THEY’RE MIDDLE OR
SENIOR SCHOOL TEACHERS.
THEY MAY COACH OR OVERSEE
A CLUB OR ACTIVITY. THEY’RE GOOD
LISTENERS, CAN BE A STUDENT
ADVOCATE, AND SOMETIMES ACT
AS A SURROGATE PARENT. THEY
WEAR MANY HATS, AND THEY GET
TO KNOW THE WHOLE STUDENT.

MEET THE LCC
ADVISOR.

A Special
Role at LCC
By Suzanne Bowness, Writer

A

dvisors play a special role in a
student’s life, providing support
and counselling on a variety of
issues related to academics, cocurriculars or social and personal concerns.
It is a significant relationship, one which helps
to ensure the well-being of students.
A total of 40 advisors are assigned 10 to
14 students each, meeting them twice daily at
recess and lunch. At the senior level there is
also a weekly advisory period, while Middle
School students meet for this period but less
frequently. Senior students stay with their
same advisor from grade 9 to 11 for continuity.

Advisories
provide a
sense of
belonging.
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“The advisory
system is invaluable
for mentoring
students and being
more in tune with
their experiences.”

Michele Owen, grade 7 English teacher
and director of student life, currently manages
the advisory system from grades 7 through 11.
“The main role of advisors is to advocate for
students, and help in terms of organization,
planning and getting involved,” she says. “If
an advisor notices that a student isn’t eating
or feels overly stressed, for example, they will
communicate with teachers, the grade coordinator, the school counsellors or the parents.”
The check-ins don’t need to be formal:
when Ms. Owen was an advisor she had
students gather in a circle to say how their
day was going, and report back on their
sports events and co-curricular activities.
Sean O’Connell, grade 10 English teacher and
advisor to grade 9 students, takes the same
approach. “Because I’m their advisor and not
their teacher, they seem much more relaxed,”
he says. “Sometimes they play music. We can
joke around. They can take off their student
hat and just be themselves.”
Ms. Owen says particular challenges arise
in different grades. As an advisor, she helped
students navigate the transition between dependence on parents and teachers and management of their own schedules. “Even if they

disliked that planning, they knew I had their best
interest at heart. They felt supported knowing
that someone had their back,” she says.
In Senior School, Mr. O’Connell says
students often ask for advice on their plans
past grade 11. “I give them my perspective and
direct them to professionals in the school who
are best placed to help them,” he says.
Julie Poirier, French teacher and advisor
to grade 9 students, says the role allows her
to get to know the students on a deeper level.
“The advisory system is invaluable for mentoring students and being more in tune with their
experiences,” she says.
Constance McGuire, director of academics, arrived at LCC in August 2017 and says the
advisory system is more robust than what she
has seen at other schools. “The amount of time
that advisors spend with the students is quite
remarkable,” she says, adding that advisors
even have lunch in their advisories.
“This is a real differentiator at LCC,”
she says. “When we break bread together we
build relationships.”

In Junior School,
homeroom
teachers serve as
the liaison with
parents and see
to the overall
well-being of the
students. They
are the point
of contact for
parents who can
discuss any concerns they might
have. Students
start and end
their day with
their homeroom
teacher.

Advocates
for
students
(L TO R) MICHELE OWEN,
CONSTANCE MCGUIRE,
JULIE POIRIER, SEAN
O'CONNELL

WWW.LCC.CA
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FOOD to
FUEL THE DAY
What does it take to feed a community of over 800 students
and close to 170 faculty and staff members? It takes a team of
cooks and servers working tirelessly to prepare 1,000 nutritious
meals and 2,000 wholesome snacks every single school day!
Here are some interesting facts about LCC’s food services.
Every school year, Compass Group, our food services partner, uses:

OVER

8,810

16,200
BAGELS

LITRES
OF MILK

24,120
APPLES
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Kitchen Staff

11,000 litres

990 kg

OF FAIR TRADE COFFEE
(FOR STAFF!)

SHREDDED
MOZZARELLA

1,340 kg
OF FRESH TOMATOES
FOR THE SALAD BAR
AND SANDWICH
COUNTER

1,584 kg
OF CHICKEN
BURGERS

KITCHEN STAFF

members are from
many countries:

Peru, Martinique, Cameroon,
Tanzania, Algeria, Gambia,
Venezuela and Canada.

EVERY YEAR,
COMPASS GROUP

5–8 MENU CHOICES
OFFERED EVERY DAY,
INCLUDING VEGETARIAN
AND VEGAN
OPTIONS

uses as much local produce
as possible and controls
waste by sorting compost
from recycling and
minimizing the use
of plastic wrap.

WWW.LCC.CA
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Maintenance Staff

LCC’S MAINTENANCE
STAFF DOES THE
HEAVY LIFTING
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Maintenance Staff

WHAT’S A DAY IN THE LIFE OF OUR MAINTENANCE TEAM LIKE? IT’S HARD TO SAY,
BECAUSE EVERY DAY IS DIFFERENT. FROM HELPING STUDENTS CROSS THE
STREET, INSTALLING FIXTURES, PAINTING, MOVING FURNITURE, MAINTAINING
THE FIELDS TO UNCLOGGING FROZEN DRAINS AND RENOVATING, OUR
MAINTENANCE WORKERS CAN BE SEEN IN EVERY CORNER OF THE CAMPUS,
ENSURING THAT EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES ARE OPERATIONAL AND SAFE.
BELOW (L TO R) JESUS CABALLERO,
DAN CLARKE, NICOLAS POTVIN,
SUZANNE DA COSTAGIL, SYLVAIN
MELOCHE, BRETT BAYNHAM

WWW.LCC.CA
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LCC’s Integrated

Wellness
Team

Pools its Expertise
By Wendy Helfenbaum, Writer

EVERY WEEK, A SMALL GROUP OF HIGHLY
SKILLED PROFESSIONALS MEETS TO
EXCHANGE IDEAS AND STRATEGIES
TO ENSURE THAT ALL STUDENTS ARE
MENTALLY, PHYSICALLY AND EMOTIONALLY
HEALTHY. LCC’S INTEGRATED WELLNESS
TEAM, COMPRISED OF ADVISORS,
TEACHERS, GRADE SUPERVISORS,
COUNSELLORS, DIVISION DIRECTORS AND
ADMINISTRATORS USES ITS EXPERTISE
TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE, SUPPORT
AND ACTION PLANS THAT ADDRESS
ALL ASPECTS OF STUDENT LIFE.

WWW.LCC.CA
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Wellness Team
30

WE ASKED
SOME
MEMBERS
OF THE TEAM
HOW THEY
CONTRIBUTE
TO THIS
CRUCIAL
INITIATIVE,
AND HOW
IT MAKES
A DIFFERENCE
IN STUDENTS’
LIVES EVERY
DAY.
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Tammy Groff
Middle School Director

“I like that our team is
made up of various professionals with experience in
a school setting; everyone’s
invested in the student. I
find that very supportive. If
I think that a student may
need help from one of the
departments represented,
I bring it to the attention of
the team. We may discuss
the child’s history and
progress, be it in the social
or academic domain, and
we can tailor our programs
to meet the particular
needs of the student. For
example, while co-curriculars are important, hockey
and basketball require significant time commitments.
When we recognized that
Middle School students
were having difficulty
prioritizing and managing
their time, we established
a study hall to help them.”

Lise Huppler
Doug Neal

Grade 10 Supervisor
and Senior School
Mathematics Teacher

“Sometimes, if I’m dealing
with a grade 10 student,
another coordinator may
have some insight regarding
that student. And by having
the nurse and academic
counsellors as part of the
team, we get a broader picture. If a student has been
meeting with a counsellor,
or if something’s going on
at home, these things get
brought to the table. Then
an action plan is developed
for the student. We try to
prevent the development
of major issues by dealing
with them at the outset.”

ABOVE MEMBERS OF THE SENIOR SCHOOL WELLNESS TEAM:
ROBBIE CASPIN, MICHELE OWEN, GILLIAN SHADLEY, MATT POLAK,
LISE HUPPLER, DOUG NEAL, KIMBERLY TULLOCH (ABSENT FROM
PHOTO: RACHEL GALLANT)

LEAD (Learning,
Enrichment And
Development) Specialist
and Co-Coordinator

“Academics may be
impacted by social
or emotional factors,
and sometimes a poor
academic performance may
result in poor behaviour
or self-esteem. Having
somebody on the wellness
team offering guidance
on this type of issue helps
students get through the
academic roadblocks and
improves other spheres
of their life. The diversity
of people that make up
the wellness team is what
makes us so strong as
a group.”

Wellness Team

Kimberly
Tulloch

Coordinator of the
Pre-University Program
and Director of
University Advising

Rachel
Gallant
School Nurse

“I am one of two registered
nurses at LCC, providing
medical services and monitoring, as well as health
and wellness education
in the classrooms. During
wellness team meetings, I
also help identify students
who may be struggling
with mental health issues.
I can help bridge
certain gaps by reaching
out to parents and making
sure that students have the
appropriate care outside
of the school. I also speak
to the counsellors every
day. The wellness team
shares ideas — whether
concerning behavioural,
academic, or medical
issues — because they
are all intertwined.”

Gillian
Shadley

Wellness and Outreach
Programs Coordinator

“Social media has created a
whole new set of issues with
regards to wellness. As a
team, we stay on trend and
pay attention. We’re there
for students and we try to
stay aware of what’s going
on within their worlds.
It is important to
parents that their kids have
someone to connect with,
whether it’s someone on
the wellness team, a coach,
advisor, or teacher. They
are also happy to have
people to consult with.”

“If we worked in isolation
and only focused on the one
part that we are responsible
for, we wouldn’t necessarily
be getting the big picture.
Bringing different information
to the table sheds light on
situations, and puts us all in a
better position to support students through the challenges
they’re experiencing, whether
academic, psychosocial or
health-related.
It’s also useful for me
to know, while working with
students on academic issues,
if there are other factors I
need to consider, such as
a need for learning support
or health accommodations
in university.
In grade 12, there’s a
lot of anxiety and pressure
around getting into schools
and programs and the competition can be fierce. Some kids
really need more integrated
support for that.”

ABOVE MEMBERS OF THE JUNIOR SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL
WELLNESS TEAM: (L TO R) GILLIAN SHADLEY, TAMMY GROFF, JUDY
SHENKER, RACHEL GALLANT, MICHELE OWEN (ABSENT FROM PHOTO:
YASMINE GHANDOUR)

Yasmine
Ghandour

Junior School Director
(Interim)

“Our goal is to make sure
that the children are emotionally available to learn.
I think that whatever cognitive or academic abilities a
child might have, if they’re
not in a good place socially
or emotionally, we won’t
be able to help them reach
their potential.
At our weekly meetings, we consider changes
in home dynamics, friendships, developmental and
physical changes, and
we make sure that our
children don’t fall through
the cracks.
The wellness team
is also used as a resource
for teachers.”

WWW.LCC.CA
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Parent Volunteers

LCC
PARENTS
BY
NUMBERS

JUNIOR
SCHOOL CLASS
PARENTS
One per class
at every grade
level in Junior
School

When parents play an active role in their children’s
education everyone benefits: the students, the school and
the parents themselves. The partnerships that have been
forged between parents and the faculty and staff have served
to strengthen the community as a whole. LCC parents are
involved in a wide variety of activities. Here’s a sampling
of how and where they are making daily contributions:

PARENT
AMBASSADORS
Approximately

25

FAMILY BBQ
Average annual
attendance

450

PARENT
MENTORING
Approximately 25
parents volunteer
in Middle and Senior
School and 14
in Junior School

Total number of
PARENT
VOLUNTEERS
Approximately

135

LCC STORE
40 volunteers
32
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Parent Volunteers

BOOK FAIR
For 2017–2018:
$21,700 in sales
$7,300 worth
of books added
to the collection

STAFF
APPRECIATION
BRUNCH
82 dishes and
220+ bottles of wine
contributed by
parents

GRANDPARENTS’
DAY
Average annual
attendance

300

PARENT
VOLUNTEERS
on the day of
the brunch

60

NUTRITION
COMMITTEE
On average,
2–3 meetings
per year

LCC PARENTS’
ASSOCIATION
2017–2018

ART PROJECTS
& THEATRICAL
PRODUCTIONS
10 volunteers

!
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k
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Faculty
& Staff

Thank you
ar t
fr om th e he

Appreciation
We asked students to share their thanks
“from the heart” for LCC staff members.

FOR COACH LLANO,
SENIOR BOYS HOCKEY
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LCC
Faculty & Staff
SURVEY
Some lesser known facts
about the people who work
with our students each
and every day

WWW.LCC.CA
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LCC Faculty
& Staff Survey:
FAST FACTS
NUMBER OF YEARS
TEACHING

NUMBER OF YEARS
TEACHING/WORKING AT LCC
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
YEARS

1–5

6–10

11–20

21–30

30+

1–5

6–10

11–20

21–30

30+

YEARS

DO YOU PLAY
A MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT?

ARE YOU
RIGHT-HANDED
OR LEFT-HANDED?
DID YOU PLAY
COMPETITIVE SPORTS
AT UNIVERSITY?

15%

85%
67%
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23%

77%

YES

NO

NO

33%
YES

MONTREAL CANADIENS
OR TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS?

WERE YOU BORN
OUTSIDE CANADA?

17%

MONTREAL
CANADIENS

YES

70%

NEITHER

25%
TORONTO
MAPLE LEAFS

5%

83%
NO

WHAT IS YOUR AVERAGE COMMUTE TIME TO WORK (ONE WAY)?
37%
24%
30%
9%
MINUTES

0-15

15-30

NUMBER OF LANGUAGES
SPOKEN FLUENTLY?
2

1

3

31-60

60+

DO YOU
OWN A PET?

4

3%
16%

19%

25%

27%

1%

4%

48%

62%
5%

(other)
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4090, avenue Royal
Montréal, Québec H4A 2M5
T 514 482 0951
F 514 482 0195

lcc.ca

Students First • L’élève avant tout

IN FALL 2018, LCC WILL HOST
THE INTERNATIONAL
ROUND SQUARE CONFERENCE
Over 350 student and teacher delegates
from all over the world will join us.
38
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